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Carl Keller‘s passion for Don Quixote, 
networking, Mingei movement, 

Serizawa’s craftsmanship

•People: Karl Keller, Yanagi Muneyoshi, Jugaku
Bunsho, Kawai Kanjiro, Serizawa Keisuke
• Time: 1920s-1950s
•mingei (Folk Craft) movement
• Serizawa Keisuke and katazome technique



Carl Tilden Keller (1872-1955)

• Harvard graduate (1894), businessman in Boston

• Vice chairman and trustee of the Harvard-Yenching 
Institute (est. 1928)

• Book collector, interested in editions of Cervantes' Don 
Quixote, of which he sought translations in all major 
languages of the world.

• Met Yanagi Muneyoshi (“Soetsu”) at Harvard in 1929; 
asked for help in obtaining Japanese editions of Don 
Quixote.

• Not satisfied with Japanese editions he received 
through Jugaku Bunsho, Keller wanted to commission a 
Japanese artist to make one. Jugaku asked Serizawa 
Keisuke to take this challenge in 1935.



Yanagi Muneyoshi柳宗悦 (1889-1961)

• Japanese art critic and philosopher

• Founder of the Japanese folk crafts movement mingei民藝. Yanagi
“discovered, defined, and promoted previously overlooked categories of folk 
crafts in Japan, Korea, and Ryukyu islands.” Founded the Japan Folk Crafts 
Museum (Nihon Mingeikan) in Tokyo in 1936.

• Spent one year (August 1929-July 1930) at Harvard
• Lectured on Japanese Art

• Curated two exhibitions in 1930

1. “Modern Japanese and English handcrafts” at the Harvard Coop (January)

2. “Japanese Peasant Paintings” at the Fogg Museum (May)

• Launched Kōgei工藝 (Crafts), monthly journal of the Japan Folk Craft 
Association, 1931 - 1951





UNUSUAL DISPLAY WILL OPEN AT ART GALLERIES

Japanese Work Uninfluenced by Evils of Modern 
Commercial Methods Will be Exhibited

Harvard Crimson, January 10, 1930

Otsu-e exhibition at Fogg Museum, May 1930



Kōgei 工藝

vols 1 & 2 (Jan. & 
Feb. 1931)



Kōgei工藝
(Crafts)

journal of the 
Japan 

Folk Craft  
Association
日本民藝協会

1931-1951

民藝とは
民衆的工藝
“ordinary 

people’s crafts”



Jugaku Bunsho寿岳文章 (1900-1992)

• Graduated from Kyoto imperial university in 1927, studying literature.
• Joined Yanagi’s mingei movement while teaching English at the high 

school in Kyoto.
• Translated and privately published poems of William Blake in 1933-35.
• Was awarded PhD for “A bibliographical study of W. Blake's note-

book.”
• As a member of the Japanese handmade paper study group, he visited 

paper-making villages and privately published a travel journal of 
these visits『紙漉村旅日記』in 1943. This would eventually result in 
his  seminal monograph on Japanese paper『日本の紙』in 1967.



Jugaku Bunsho, featured in家
magazine, Feb. 1941



From Bunsho to Keller, January 12, 1930



Selected correspondence
• Bunsho, Oct 3, 1935

“I have discussed the matter very earnestly with my best friends with artistic line, such as Yanagi and Kawai. They are all 
deeply interested in this and have suggested a publication for your sake of a beautifully colored illustration book of Don 
Quixote (with some explanatory notes in Japanese character but no text) purely in the tradition of Japanese illuminated 
book production. …... If this be realized, we shall probably have one of the very best homages to your poor “Don” ever 
paid both in the West and in the East, for it will turn out to be the excellent example of Japanese art both in drawing and in 
book-production.”

• Keller, Nov. 9, 1935

“I had no idea when I tossed that little pebble of a suggestion into the lake of thought that the ripples of action would so 
soon dash upon the shores of accomplishment.”

• Keller, Nov 25, 1935

“What I am going to tell you will, I suppose be to your mind and that of Mr. Yanagi entirely superfluous, but I would feel 
very much disappointed if any of your artists made any of the proposed iIlustrations on the basis of anything European. All 
the possible aspects of illustrations for the “Don” from the European point of view have been done over and over again. But 
after all, the “Don” is a human being and he is no more a Spaniard than he is a Japanese, or an Englishman or an Indian; 
and to each nation or person who reads, he is what they create him in their own minds. Certainly the Japanese have been 
one of the most loyal and comprehending of all Cervantes’ followers.”



Bunsho, Feb 9, 1936

“I have much to say concerning the very abnormal situation of Japan against the world. I am afraid she is 
rapidly drawing back haughty, self-conceited, but isolated nationality she enjoyed anterior to the Meiji 
era, whereas she is pushing the elbow everywhere as far as militaristic power is 
concerned............ Whenever I read your letters, I can not but feel strongly that the misunderstanding 
between your land and ours will remarkably decrease if ten per cent. of the people of both lands were of 
the same mind as your and mine. In the militaristic Japan such cultural works as I am doing are generally 
disregarded, but I firmly believe some day my humble work will bear fruit. Without this faith and hope I 
am too lonely. Ah, what an endless time of earnest and enthusiastic talking on such matters we shall 
have if you should have come over to Japan, not in my dream, but in person! My heart is always pining 
for the realization of this dream.”





BMS Am 2544 (43), Houghton Library





芹澤銈介 Serizawa Keisuke (1895-1984)

• Graduated from Industrial high school in Tokyo 
in 1921.

• As a student, he read Shirakaba earnestly.
• During his trip to Korea in 1927, he read 

Yanagi’s essay "Kogei no michi" (The way of 
Craft) which confirmed and guided his 
commitment to his craft of katazome.

• Encountered Okinawan textile dyed with 
bingata technique at the exhibition in 1928 
which gave him a strong impression. 

• Designated the possessor of an “Important 
Intangible Cultural Asset” (juyo mukei
bunkazai) in 1956.At Nihon Mingeikan in 1941 



The process of stencil works 型染の工程

1. Shita-e (under drawing)  2. Katahori (cutting the design)  3. Kataoki (placing the design)  4. Irosashi (coloring)

型ほり
「はぐくんで来た模様が形をとり、それを下絵として型ほりに専念する時、工程中最も集中巻を味わう。
家の建前にも似た欣び。地紙は美濃紙（手漉純楮紙）を柿渋ではりあわせたもの。」



“Actually, the essential element of his work is 
the cutting of stencil designs on paper. In 
creating his dyed works, the stencil designs are 
the fundamental element.” Sori Yanagi

“For Serizawa, cutting the stencil is the peak of 
creation in his art. It involves his feelings and some 
unknown that resides in him.” Sori Yanagi



Height: 28.7 cm
Width: 20.9 cm
Fukuro-toji袋綴じ
Asada Kihachiro helped 
binding.

Chitsu case 帙, covered by 
indigo dyed textile with
stylized 菖蒲模様 (Iris 
pattern)

Title was hand written with 
black lacquer ink by Suzuki 
Shigeo on washi paper 
which is pasted in the 
center of the front cover.

The cover was made of 
vermillion lacquer 
decorated with a gold 
pattern

繪本どんきほうて













31 scenes 
from 
Ehon Donkihote





工藝 Kogei #76, June 1937



Reference:
Fraleigh, M. (2006). El ingenioso samurai Don Kihōte del Japón: Serizawa Keisuke’s “A Don Quixote Picture 
Book” Review of Japanese Culture and Society, 18, 87–120.
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